Writing Case Reports Can Improve Seven Components in Clinical Reasoning
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Abstract: Case reports provide scientific knowledge and opportunities for new clinical research. However, it is estimated that less than 5% of cases presented by Japanese generalists at academic conferences are published due to various barriers such as the complex process of writing articles, conducting literature searches, the significant time required, the reluctance to write in English, and the challenge of selecting appropriate journals for publication. Therefore, the purpose of this opinion paper is to provide clinicians with practical tips for writing case reports that promote diagnostic excellence. In recent years, clinical practitioners have been striving for diagnostic excellence and optimal methods to accurately and comprehensively understand the patient’s condition. To write a case report, it is essential to be mindful of the elements of diagnostic excellence and consider the quality of the diagnostic reasoning process. We (the authors) are seven academic generalists who are members of the Japanese Society of Hospital General Medicine (JSHGM) – Junior Doctors Association, with a median of 7 years after graduation and experience at publishing case reports in international peer-reviewed journals. We conducted a narrative review and discussed ways to write case reports to promote diagnostic excellence, leveraging our unique perspectives as academic generalists. Our review did not identify any reports addressing the critical components of clinical reasoning. These strategies are useful in daily clinical practice and instrumental in promoting diagnostic excellence through case reports.
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Introduction

Case reports can provide new scientific knowledge and identify opportunities for clinical research. However, it is estimated that less than 5% of cases presented at annual academic conferences for Japanese generalists are subsequently published due to various barriers such as the complex process of writing articles, conducting literature searches, the significant time required, the reluctance to write in English, and so on. Some barriers for Japanese generalists to writing case reports were reported as follows: the process of writing articles, literature search/obtaining articles, the time required to write articles, reluctance to write articles in English, selecting a journal for publication, and so on. We, a group of seven academic generalists belonging to the Japanese Society of Hospital General Medicine (JSHGM) – Junior Doctors Association with a median of 7 years practice after graduation and experience at publishing case reports in international peer-reviewed journals, have previously published guidance on the process of transforming conference presentations to publications and tips on writing clinical image reports which emphasized the importance of finding a mentor and clarifying the writing process. However, mentors can be difficult to find. Therefore, before
writing case reports, researchers should find a mentor with extensive experience in publishing such reports in international peer-reviewed journals. Young generalists who do not have a good mentor in their academic environment should try to find one through academic conferences.\(^5\)

In recent years, clinicians have been striving for diagnostic excellence which is defined by timeliness, safety, effectiveness, patient-centeredness, efficiency, and equity.\(^8\) In order to promote diagnostic excellence through case reports, it is essential to consider the components of clinical reasoning.\(^9\) We reviewed the literature and did not find any reports providing guidance on writing case reports that embody diagnostic excellence. This report aims to provide practical tips for clinicians by describing the diagnostic process and summarizing informational messages, thereby providing guidance in writing case reports that embody diagnostic excellence.

**Method**
We conducted a narrative review and discussed ways to write case reports that promote diagnostic excellence. Based on the outcomes, we summarize the essential points for writing case reports that promote diagnostic excellence, categorized according to seven components of clinical reasoning (Table 1).\(^10\)

**Information Gathering**
Case reports are a valuable educational tool in the medical field, offering benefits such as improved critical thinking and writing skills.\(^11\) When writing diagnostic excellence-case reports, especially clinical image reports, clinicians must determine whether the case in question provides a “visual impact” through images, or presents a “learning point”.\(^6\) Cases with “visual impact” include those in which patient images relate directly to the diagnosis or have a noteworthy “characteristic.” Gathering information on hallmark physical examination and imaging findings specific to the disease is useful. Preserving images or videos taken before and after treatment may provide opportunities for writing future reports. In cases with a “learning point”, it

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Information gathering | • Clinicians should consider whether the case provides a “visual impact” directly related to the diagnosis.  
• Cases that present a “learning point” are also suitable for promoting diagnostic excellence. |
| 2. Hypothesis generation | • When writing reports about atypical cases, it is crucial to document the process that led to the final diagnosis.  
• Use characteristic clinical manifestations and test findings to conduct searches for similar case reports. |
| 3. Problem representation | • In cases where the initial diagnosis does not align with the course of the disease, it is essential to periodically reevaluate the problem to arrive at a final diagnosis.  
• It is crucial to report how similar diagnostic errors can occur. |
| 4. Differential diagnosis | • It is crucial to systematically compile a list of differential diagnoses and logically narrow down to the final diagnosis. |
| 5. Leading or working diagnosis  
(Collaboration) | • Collaboration with patients and other researchers can be useful for arriving at an accurate diagnosis.  
• In situations where necessary diagnostic tests are not locally available, contacting authors of similar case reports or considering alternative diagnostic procedures may be useful for achieving a diagnosis. |
| 6. Diagnostic justification | • Diagnostic justification involves using a clear and definitive analysis, such as checking against set diagnostic criteria.  
• The essence of diagnostic excellence in case reports lies in the iterative process of learning from both successes and failures in diagnosis. |
| 7. Management and treatment | • Clinicians must implement evidence-based management and treatment approaches.  
• Conducting appropriate follow-up and documenting turning points or changes in patient progression is essential and provide evidence that the diagnosis and treatment are correct. |
is important to clarify the educational points. Reports that are focused and which explain why the diagnosis and treatment were challenging, or why diagnostic errors occurred, can be very instructive for readers.

**Hypothesis Generation**

When writing reports on atypical or rare cases, it is important to document the hypothesis-generation process that led to the final diagnosis by referring to previous reports. A thorough literature review should be conducted to identify similar case reports and similarities between the case under consideration and previously reported cases to develop a provisional diagnosis. The value of case series has been questioned in the era of evidence-based medicine. On the other hand, case series are still highly sensitive to the discovery of novelty and thus remain one of the cornerstones of medical progress and provide medicine with many new ideas. If a case series is to be described, the information must be documented completely and transparently so that it can be reproduced by others.

Combining characteristic clinical manifestations and test findings as search terms can aid in conducting searches that lead to similar case reports for sporadic cases such as genetic disorders or toxicological conditions. In recent years, some unique specialized search engines have been reported to be superior to Google Search and PubMed for web search as an aid in the diagnostic process for rare diseases. This approach enables clinicians to achieve an accurate diagnosis, conduct appropriate discussions, and promote diagnostic excellence using case reports. Additionally, highlighting the differences between previously reported cases and the case under consideration can emphasizes the rarity of the case.

**Problem Representation**

Problem representation entails taking a structured diagnostic approach to a diagnostic problem. Cases in which the initial diagnosis does not align with the disease course, leading to a reevaluation before reaching a final diagnosis are suitable for case reports to promote diagnostic excellence. For example, in cases in which the chief complaint did not improve despite an initial diagnosis, it is valuable to report the clinical findings that did not align with the initial diagnosis, and discuss how the problem was reassessed leading to a different final diagnosis. In such cases, it is crucial to report how similar diagnostic errors can occur.

**Differential Diagnosis**

To write a case report promoting diagnostic excellence, it is critical to systematically compile a list of differential diagnoses, and logically and scientifically narrow down the final diagnosis from the list of differential diagnoses. A systematic framework for constructing a differential diagnosis is necessary for the beginning student, for example, using a two-dimensional grid where one axis is anatomic (referring to organs and structures) and the other axis is type of disease (congenital, metabolic, infectious, etc.). For diagnostic excellence, it is important to carefully rule out the differential diagnoses without choosing the most obvious diagnosis. Failure to rule out differential diagnoses may lead to an incorrect diagnosis. In addition, the list of potential differential diagnoses can provide valuable information to readers with similar cases. As exceptions, some case studies lead directly to a diagnosis through disease-specific findings. These can also serve as a lesson for readers.

**Leading or Working Diagnosis (Collaboration)**

Collaboration with patients and other researchers can be useful for arriving at an accurate diagnosis in case reports. It has been reported that by sharing visit notes, patients can avoid diagnostic delays and missed diagnoses, as well as identify documentation errors that may compromise diagnostic accuracy. For example, in a case of suspected bacteremia due to a mouse bite, it may be important for the clinician to visit the patient’s home to collect a mouse specimen, with the patient’s permission. If specialized diagnostic tests such as genome analysis are not available, it may be worth contacting authors who have written case reports about similar cases to request their assistance with performing the tests or considering alternative diagnostic procedures may be useful for achieving a diagnosis, especially in cases that are difficult to diagnose.
Diagnostic Justification
Diagnostic justification is important in writing case diagnostic excellence-case reports. This requires using a clear and definitive analysis such as checking against a set of diagnostic criteria. This is particularly important for cases with diagnostic and treatment challenges. When diagnostic errors occur and result in delays, physicians must analyze the causes of the error and include messages about lessons learned to improve future diagnoses. Furthermore, providing an appropriate interpretation of any results that do not align with the final diagnosis is crucial. Overall, the essence of case reports to promote diagnostic excellence lies in the iterative process of learning about diagnosis from both successes and failures, while keeping the goal of improving patient care at the forefront. The ability to identify and learn from opportunities for diagnostic improvement, especially in organizations, is also reported to be key to improving diagnostic safety.

Management and Treatment
Implementing evidence-based management and treatment approaches and reporting the outcomes are crucial for case studies promoting diagnostic excellence. Additionally, conducting appropriate follow-up and documenting turning points or changes in the disease course are essential. The improvement of the patient’s condition may be the only evidence to confirm that the final diagnosis and treatment are correct.

The Importance of Writing Case Reports to Promote Diagnostic Excellence
The merit of case report writing to promote diagnostic excellence lies in its contribution to the development of the academic field and the promotion of new clinical research. Case reports are particularly valuable in shedding light on scientific findings that have been overlooked in clinical research. However, clinicians face challenges such as time constraints, competing priorities, and administrative burdens that may hinder their ability to allocate resources to case report writing. In such situations, it would be beneficial to manage one’s schedule to allocate “protected time” each week specifically for writing case reports. Orthopedic residency programs that have protected time for research have reported significantly more publications. In addition, sharing case report writing among a team, rather than one person doing all the work, is an effective strategy. To evaluate the impact and outcomes of case report writing that promotes diagnostic excellence, it may be useful to consider metrics such as citation and download frequencies. Although citation rates for case reports are generally low, studies have found a close relationship between the number of citations and the number of downloads, suggesting that these indicators may play a complementary role in assessing the impact of case reports.

Limitations
This study provides guidelines for writing case reports that promote diagnostic excellence. However, it is important to acknowledge the limitations of its applicability. The opinion is based on the experience of a specific group of academic generalists within the JSHGM, which may limit its generalizability to other settings or specialties. It is important to acknowledge that this text reflects the experiences and views of clinicians within the Japanese healthcare system. Therefore, it may not be applicable in medical contexts with different clinical practices, resources, and cultural backgrounds. Additionally, it is crucial to consider issues of patient privacy, consent, and confidentiality when writing case reports in all settings. Establishing metrics and criteria for evaluating the effectiveness of proposed strategies in terms of diagnostic accuracy, patient outcomes, and improvements in clinical practice is critical. However, this statement does not provide clear metrics and criteria. Internal and external validation will be necessary to reach a conclusion. Finally, it is important to consider the potential for unintended consequences or negative outcomes associated with writing case reports. This includes publication bias and the possibility of disproportionately emphasizing rare or unusual cases at the expense of more common clinical scenarios.

Conclusion
The purpose of this paper is to provide clinicians with practical tips for writing case reports that promote diagnostic excellence. To craft such a report, it is essential for clinicians to apply the seven components of clinical reasoning outlined above, regardless of their level of experience. These strategies are not only useful in daily clinical practice, but...
also instrumental in promoting diagnostic excellence through case reports. It requires internal and external validation, has limitations that are not universally applicable, and requires further research.
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